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With the Sizzix die cutting machines, there are thousands of fun and useful applications. These machines cut shapes
from paper or fabric, and they also emboss designs into paper. You can use them to: -Scrapbook or photo album designs
and embellishments -Handcrafted greeting cards and decorative envelopes -Invitations & decorations for weddings,
parties, events, etc. -Frames, signs, banners, calendars, accents, and other home decor -Customize your next holiday:
Christmas ornaments, Valentine's cards, Halloween, Thanksgiving, or Easter decorations, Birthday Party, Baby Shower,
and Wedding/Reception embellishments -Home decor for kitchens, living rooms, gardens, home offices, and family
rooms -Add some flair to quilts, blankets, hair pins/clips/ties, clothes, jackets, backpacks, purses or handbags -For the
kids: add a flourish to school projects, arts & crafts, dioramas, posters, etc. -Decorative art, collages, papercrafting, and
other crafts projects Upcycle with Sizzix offers detailed instructions on how to use a Sizzix die cutting machine to create
projects from recycled papers, fabrics, and other materials. Learn how to upcycle found materials in all sorts of crafty
projects like collages, banners, gift-giving, and small home decor items, with a new project on nearly every page. Each
project includes a detailed materials list and walks crafters through any special techniques that are needed. Packed with
photos, illustrations and ideas, Upcycle with Sizzix will have crafters creating amazing elements in no time. And by using
"found materials" including music sheet paper, magazine pages, leather, aluminum, old greeting cards, wrapping paper,
and lightweight cardboard packaging, they'll feel great about the green projects that are created.
In this "superwonderrific" New York Times bestseller (Jerry Spinelli), two bullied middle-school boys finally fight back with
the power of funny. David and his best friend Michael were tagged with awful nicknames way back in preschool when
everyone did silly things. Fast-forward to seventh grade: "Pottymouth" and "Stoopid" are still stuck with the names -- and
everyone in school, including the teachers and their principal, believe the labels are true. So how do they go about
changing everyone's minds? By turning their misery into megastardom on TV, of course! And this important story delivers
more than just laughs -- it shows that the worst bullying isn't always physical . . . and that things will get better. A great
conversation starter for parents to read alongside their kids! Official Notice to Parents:There is no actual pottymouthing or
stupidity in this entire book!(Psst, kids: that second part might not be entirely true.)
Be Inspired by the Stories The 1922, The Farmer's Wife magazine posed this question to their readers: "If you had a
daughter of marriageable age, would you, in light of your own experience, have her marry a farmer?" The magazine at
the time had 750,000 subscribers, and received over 7,000 letters. The best answers to this question are included in this
book, along with the traditional quilt blocks they inspired. Laurie Aaron Hird provides everything you need to be inspired
and create your own sampler quilt: • 111 six-inch quilt blocks, with assembly diagrams for piecing the blocks and
template cutting directions • Complete instruction for making a sampler quilt in any traditional size: lap, twin, queen or
king • Download access to easy-to-print, full-sized templates for all 111 blocks, and printable quilt construction diagrams
• 42 letters from the 1922 Farmer's Wife contest to give you a priceless glimpse into our country's past
Enjoy making whimsical stuffed animals using baby socks, knee socks, crew socks—any kinds of socks rock! Give your
critter's face plenty of creative expression by embellishing with your favorite buttons and embroidery. Several projects are
easy enough for children to make for their own toybox, but you'll want a bunch of these irresistible cuties for yourself, too!
THE STORY: It's Thanksgiving, and Marty's arrival home is greatly anticipated by his mother, Mrs. Pascal, his twin sister,
Jackie-O, and his younger brother, Anthony. He arrives during a hurricane, but worse than the storm is the fact that Marty
br
Garden, the creator of the bestselling garden Coloring Book, is a renowned paper cutting artist; her delicate designs are
highly acclaimed and loved by many. This book presents more than 150 of her original cutting designs, mainly featuring
flowers and animals, but also incluide letters and numbers. It also provides detailed step-by-step paper cutting
techniques, from copying the design to framing the completed work, which makes this the perfect introduction for
beginners. Once you see the beautiful pages showcasing her works displayed in various settings, you won't be able to
resist trying this by yourself!
Loom knitting uses a circular or rectangular loom, or knitting board, consisting of a frame with pegs. Looms are easy and
fun to use, even without conventional knitting experience. You can create almost anything, from knitted tubes for hats or
socks to flat panels for scarves, shawls and sweaters.
This beautifully photographed paper-craft book takes you through 20 easy-to-make and inspiring pom-pom decorations
that will transform your home, garden or celebration. Discover lots of creative and imaginative pom-pom ideas--from huge
floating 'cloud' pom-poms that hang from the ceiling to centrepieces, cake decorations and party favours. Easy step-bystep instructions, accompanied by lots of tips and suggestions, will help you quickly gain the skills needed to create the
projects, as well as develop your own unique variations. Crafting creativity has never had such exquisite results!
Make 25 paper robots, dinosuars and beetles - fun for the whole family! Robogami transforms the traditional Japanese
art of origami into an action-packed hobby that will provide enthusiasts with endless hours of entertainment. The kit
includes detailed instructions for creating a three-dimensional sci-fi world, complete with paper robots, dinosuars and
beetles. Kids will love this kit and adults are doomed to be hooked on this super-fun theme of robot origami. Each kit
contains a 64-page booklet with folding instructions and full-color photos of finished models. Make 25 robots using the 25
sheets of two sided, two-color paper included in the kit.
“Has the...advantage of tapping into the different expertise and styles of a variety of practitioners. Crafters can pick from
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among 31 projects, ranging from traditional (Chinese good-luck lantern) to extraordinarily modern (tiny jointed teddy
bear)....A gallery of artists...adds insight and inspiration.”—Booklist.
From Alex Lee of popular YouTube channel and Instagram account PolymomoTea, Kawaii Resin and Clay Workshop
presents tutorials for creating adorable jewelry and gifts with resin and polymer clay.
Discover Soldering Secrets! Whether you've never soldered before or are used to using your soldering iron primarily for
stained glass, you will discover a bounteous new world of artistic possibilities in Solder Technique Studio. Workshop
instructor, artist and author, Giuseppina "Josie" Cirincione shares in-depth information about everything from materials
for soldering and glass cutting to previously unpublished soldering techniques, such as attaching jump rings using two
pieces of glass. Follow along with 14 step-by-step projects, such as a wall shelf, an eyeglass pendant, bottle topper, a
glass book and so many more! Inside you'll find Thorough soldering and glass cutting techniques, including detailed
descriptions of materials with step-by-step photographs. 14 dimensional projects shown step-by-step, and incorporating a
variety of mixed-media materials such as previously brewed tea bags, pencils, alcohol inks and much more. Techniques
and projects to use beyond mixed-media art, to include stained glass and jewelry work.
Scraps never looked so good! This is improvisational piecing reinvented—learn how to create a unique piece of “madefabric” in just 15 minutes with Victoria Findlay Wolfe’s improvisational scrap-piecing methods, then incorporate your
made-fabric into traditional quilt blocks. As you play, you’ll sharpen your design skills and learn about combining colors
and prints in new ways…then watch your quilt design emerge. Discover just how distinctive classic blocks like Sawtooth
Star or Flying Geese can be, when they’re constructed with more spunk and spontaneity! Includes 11 challenge
exercises to strengthen your creative muscles, plus an inspirational quilt gallery.
The party isn't really started until you've picked the Sizzix projects you're making for it! Listen up, party planners! Your life
just got easier, more fun, and way more creative. Party Pizazz with Sizzix is here to guide you through the DIY portion of
your party planning, from making invitations to handmaking decorations and party favors. In this book, the Sizzix Design
Community presents a slew of artsy projects that incorporate the use of the popular Sizzix die-cutting machines. All you
have to do, party planners, is page through the book and select the most appealing projects you want to make for your
upcoming event. Make It a Party with Sizzix includes innovative ideas in every category of party planning, including:
Invitations Decorations Party favors Handmade gifts Packaged homemade party food items (i.e., candy, cookies,
cupcakes, drinks, and more) The book includes a general how-to section and is then divided into 22 sections, each
comprising six pages of easy-to-follow instructions for making a specific project. Half of the sections in the book feature
unique "occasion party" ideas--birthday party, wedding shower, baby shower, Christmas, New Year's Eve, Halloween,
and more. Additionally, Make It a Party with Sizzix includes projects for themed celebrations, such as throwing a luau; a
circus party; a tailgating event; a soccer, baseball, or basketball gathering; a movie night; and others. Get your party
started with these fun-to-make craft projects for parties!
Explore the thousands of fun and useful applications of Sizzix die cutting machines and create one-of-a-kind cards! If you
loved Upcycle With Sizzix, this is the perfect book to continue your journey with these amazing machines. Sizzix expert
and author Stephanie Barnard covers card-making basics, her favorite products, and shares projects you can create
yourself. Stephanie's tips, tricks, and techniques make it easy to try new projects and make your cards interactive and
exciting. Clear photographs make every detailed step simple to follow. The card projects you can make with Sizzix are
practically limitless. Create your own handcrafted greeting cards, decorative envelopes, invitations for weddings and
other special events, and add a flourish to thank you cards. With Stephanie's help, let your imagination run wild!
The Swiss Army Knife Whittling Book, specially designed for children.
Get more creative with your Cricut, Sizzix, or Silhouette die cutting machine! Here are 50 easy projects and 60 templates for
making gorgeous home accessories, fun party decor, and memorable gifts. This book includes beautiful items you can make using
just about any electronic die cutting machine, by downloading the SVG templates, running your materials through your machine,
and following the instructions to assemble your cut materials. Discover graphic Scandinavian patterns to decorate aprons and tea
towels, paper succulent centerpieces, and dozens of blooms for bouquets, garlands, and crowns. Every project includes easy
instructions and plenty of variations so you can get the most out of your machine. With an introduction to electronic die cutting
machines and options for cutting the templates out by hand, this book is full of inspiration and expert advice. Includes instructions
for downloading 60 SVG cut files compatible with most electronic cutting machines.
Handmade cards are gifts, creative expressions, keepsakes, and relationship builders. Beneath the cardstock and embellishments
is deep emotion from the card maker--encouragement, celebration, commemoration, and love. Unlike many store-bought cards
that are thrown away, handmade cards are cherished and displayed. They spark connections, express feelings, evoke laughter,
and warm the hearts of friends, relatives, and coworkers. There's joy in the process of creating, as well as in giving and receiving
handmade cards. The Complete Photo Guide to Cardmaking is the ultimate resource on card making. All paper-crafting
techniques that can be employed for card making are thoroughly covered, including a comprehensive description of paper types
available, folding options and techniques, coloring and image transfer methods, and adding embellishments. Inside, you'll also find
methods for using a computer to design and print cards. More than 80 projects give you lots of ideas and inspiration to create
cards of your own, using the techniques you've learned. Unique envelope templates and a helpful source list are included. Expert
paper crafter Judi Watanabe provides you with a one-stop reference for making cards for any occasion. This book includes step-bystep photographed instructions for a wide range of techniques, as well as projects to accompany each area of card making. Full of
gorgeous cards, The Complete Photo Guide to Cardmaking explores a wide range of techniques and end products, making it a
valuable reference for any crafter. So when the mood strikes, use the artistry you've learned to create personalized greetings for
everyone you know!
Upcycle with SizzixTechniques and Ideas for using Sizzix Die-Cutting and Embossing Machines - Creative Ways to Repurpose
and Reuse Just about AnythingCreative Publishing international
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Why just reuse a bucket when you can reinvent it? Five-gallon buckets are ubiquitous and cheap (indeed, they are often free). But
did you know they can also be hacked, hot-rodded, reengineered, and upcycled to create dozens of useful DIY projects for
homeowners, gardeners, small-scale farmers, and preppers? 5-Gallon Bucket Book contains 60+ ideas that put these humble and
hard-working mainstays to work past their prime and keep them out of landfills. Simple step-by-step instructions, as well as parts
lists and images of the completed projects, make sure you will have fun and love the results of your work. Projects include perfect
additions to your yard and garden, tools to care for your animals, useful innovations, handy home helpers, and even familyoriented designs! They range from simple things such as chicken feeders to much more complex projects (small room air
conditioner, anyone?). For anyone who doesn't already have fifteen of them cluttering up the garage, 5-Gallon Bucket Book also
offers advice on where to get cheap and free buckets and how to tell if a bucket is safe to use for food.
Forget everything you think you know about traditional watercolour painting - Paint Play will show you how to experiment with
paint, use it spontaneously and have fun, no experience required! Through a series of 21 simple, achievable activities, artist Katie
Rose Johnston demonstrates different ways of mixing colours, experiments with textures using salt and cling film, makes spatter
art, animal print patterns and much more. A gorgeous illustration showcases each technique and is accompanied by helpful
annotations in a playful, sketchbook-style layout, showing how to practise each technique at home. Focusing on the process rather
than the result, Paint Play is the perfect inspiration for anyone who wants to discover techniques to use in their own paintings or
simply be creative, play with paint and have fun.
Idea book for Sizzix Personal Die-Cutting System
Fashion isn't art. The latter can just be admired, while the first needs to be sold. How do designers create constant objects of
desire? In this book, 100 designers give 1000 tips on what it takes to be a great fashion designer. These tips address a number of
issues: flare inspiration, collection concept, the promise of clothing, the use of fabrics, and more. New talents and renowned
names provide insights and ideas for both expert and up and coming designers.
Ever thought about transforming that rusty old item in the garage into something awesome to impress your dinner guests, or
fancied refurbishing the random old dining chair in the shed but don’t have the tools or know-how? Discover your inner design
genius, find out where to find great scrap items and learn techniques on how to transform them into great designs with this stylish
eco-friendly book by Dragon's Den entrepreneur and TV presenter Max McMurdo. Step away from the chipboard and venture out
of your comfort zone into a glorious world of doodles, sanding, waxing, stunning colours and the satisfaction of telling people, "I
made that!" You don’t have to own expensive tools or have any previous experience. Some of the projects involve only a few
simple steps and can be completed within an hour, whereas others may take the best part of a weekend and combine several
different materials, techniques and tools. Whichever project you choose the most important thing is to have fun and remember
design is all about experimenting and learning – and not about always getting it right!
Christians wishing to strengthen their connection to God have embraced Bible journaling, which allows them to reflect on scripture
while adding creative touches to each meaningful verse. For those wishing to embark on this journey, The Art of Bible Journaling
first covers the basics, from choosing a Bible to embellishments and art techniques, and then provides more than 60 inspirational
projects. Plus, you get bonus items like traceable art, stickers, templates, and more!
Provides detailed instructions on how to use a Sizzix die cutting machine as well as step-by-step projects to use upcycled paper
crafts.
Felting is an ancient craft that enjoys an endless variety of forms and uses. Felt Fashion captures the art and sophistication that is
possible with handmade felt, while keeping it simple and attainable for anyone to master. Whether it’s a collar or an entire dress,
each project is irresistible and brings felting to an entirely new level. The author demonstrates several basic felting techniques
including: basic wet felting, needle felting, nuno, and punch needle felting. For the more advanced fiber artist and sewer, she
provides patterns and instructions for original clothing designs including vests, jackets, and skirts.Felt Fashion is a standout from
other felting books for its scope, originality, and its distinct ties to couture.
If you love drawing plants and animals but don't know where to start, this is the book for you! 10 Step Drawing: Nature will help you
turn simple shapes into beautiful nature images in just 10 steps. Create 60 different flowers, trees, animals and objects, from a
bird's nest to a cheeky harvest mouse, by following the instructions inside.Learning to draw has never been so simple!
The sun always comes out tomorrow for the shelter animals Bill Berloni rescues—sometimes from death’s door—and then trains to
meet the demands of the stage. Berloni was a nineteen-year-old theater apprentice more then three decades ago when he was
offered his first big break: find and train a dog to appear in the original production of the Broadway hit Annie. Defying the odds, he
rescued a down-on-his-luck dog from a local shelter and, together, they redefined what animal performers could do. Since then
Berloni and his trainers have provided animals for hundreds of films, commercials, and television shows as well as live theater,
including productions of The Wizard of Oz and Winn-Dixie, all over North America. In this heartwarming book, he tells the true
stories of “throw-away” animals who came back to work with some of entertainment’s biggest names, names like Bernadette
Peters, Sarah Jessica Parker, Mike Nichols, the New York City Ballet, and many more. This updated edition includes an account
of Berloni’s search for the newest Sandy to star with everyone’s favorite red-headed orphan.
An illustrated encyclopedia of Greek mythology like no other, Mythologica features startlingly beautiful and exquisitely otherworldly
portraits of mythological characters in eye-popping color from artist Victoria Topping and authoritative text from Classics scholar
and Greek mythology expert Dr. Stephen Kershaw. Uncover the colorful lives of 50 powerful gods and goddesses, earth-dwelling
mortals, and terrifying monsters as you journey back in time to ancient Greece. From the fearless Athena and her meddlesome
ways to the brave and bold Odysseus and his remarkable journey home, discover why these incredible stories are still a part of our
culture today. Listed alphabetically, each boldly designed spread presents a figure from the myths, including their name in Greek,
their defining attributes, and a summary of their story, along with multiple sidelights that provide additional facts. Interspersed with
the profiles are summaries of famous mythological tales and historical events, like the Odyssey, the Trojan War, and the story of
the Argonauts. An electrifying visual portrayal of each figure transports you directly into their wild world. Victoria Topping's artwork
is a fusion of technological and traditional techniques that combines photography, painting, and cut-paper collage to perfectly
express the blending of human and fantastic traits from which mythical beings are made. The thrilling images and digestible text
provide the perfect introduction to the lively world of Greek mythology. Prepare to be amazed as you uncover the epic, heroic, and
sometimes terrible lives of mortals, monsters, and gods.
Be inspired to use your stash of papers, mementos and accents to create something wonderful! You'll find over 120 valuable tips,
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ideas, samples, and instructions for creating your very own 'Smash It In' journals.
30+ authentic stitch patterns, 9 projects. Combine hand stitches to create dramatic, unique designs and learn to embrace
imperfection, admiring the utilitarian beauty of every stitch. “Shibaguyz” Shannon and Jason Mullett-Bowlsby invite you to try your
hand at boro, the traditional Japanese art of mending and quilting, and more than 30 authentic sashiko designs. Stitching lessons
are true to tradition, inspired by historical works by Japanese masters. This guide in sashiko and boro includes patterns, stitch howtos, and needle-threading and knotting tips. Put your handwork to good use with 9 contemporary projects like a sashiko sampler
wallhanging, reversible knot bag, or a kimono-inspired jacket! With step-by-step instructions, even beginners can embrace the art
of visible mending.

"A Deliberate Life" is the inspiring and oftentimes humorous story of Pamela Haskin and her life in the Alaskan Bush. She
says, "I'm not trying to escape society as so many do who come to the Bush. I'm choosing a lifestyle! I want a life with
adventure and purpose." Life on the homestead was certainly different from the one Pam had known; a woodpile instead
of a thermostat, no running water or indoor plumbing, no electricity, and no phone. And, she "chose" this! Go figure. Pam
touches something in each of us that says life can be more than ordinary. We do indeed have a choice, and we either
exercise or surrender that choice each day. Pam's choices changed her life dramatically and set an example for the rest
of us. Between these pages you will find a hearty and entertaining example of the power of choice.
Create dynamic quilts the fast and easy way, with no piecing required. Learn the principles of design to create your own
modern quilts, with an intro to fusible fabric art and seven satisfying projects to help you realize the freedom of fusing.
Get tips on dyeing your own gorgeous fabrics and try a new way to quilt as-you-go for a faster and more beautiful finish.
If you can imagine it, you can quilt it!
Have you ever wondered what to do with a lifetime of treasured photographs? Like old friends, our photographs are
happy reminders of important faces and places. This guide to scrapbook techniques shows you how to get started with a
whole range of inexpensive ideas, including a Victorian Valentine, a butterfly birthday card and a cupcake gift box.
Create the Home You’ve Always Dreamed of with Easy, Authentic Farmhouse Décor Opening A Touch of Farmhouse
Charm is like taking a breath of fresh, clean country air. With the turn of each page, Liz Fourez leads you on a tour
through her family’s house, restored to its 1940s rustic farm style, and teaches you how to make each handmade
decoration yourself. The projects require minimal effort, yet add instant charm to any room. With your blue jeans on and a
few of the most basic supplies in hand, you’ll be on your way to your dream home in no time. You’ll learn how to make a
custom wood Family Name Sign for your living room, a Wooden Boot Tray on Casters for the entryway, a Ruffled Stool
Slipcover for the kitchen and a Rustic Wooden Frame for the bedroom, plus decorations for the office, bathroom, kids’
bedroom and playroom. Farmhouse style is about cultivating a connection among family, home and nature; A Touch of
Farmhouse Charm helps you bring the warmth and beauty of simpler times to your modern life naturally.
Published to coincide with the exhibition, Orla Kiely: A Life in Pattern at The Fashion and Textile Museum, London, 25
May - 23 September 2018. Orla Kiely has opened her archives to explore a life dedicated to print. From her earliest and
most iconic pattern, Stem, to the evolution of her print design encompassing the worlds of fashion, homewares and
beyond, Orla shares the full range of patterns and designs that she has produced since establishing her brand in 1995.
This is a celebration of Orla's entire body of work - of colour, of print and of a handbag loved by women all over the world.
Foreword written by Leith Clark, founder of The Violet Book and previously Lula magazine.
If you are coming to watercolor for the first time, it's easy for things to go a bit wrong and to wind up feeling like you are
terrible at watercolor. But nothing could be further from the truth! Anyone coming to watercolor for the first time is going to
hit a few road bumps. Sure, if you mix all your paints together at once you'll make an ugly brown. And if you aren't
careful, your newly painted tree might bleed into your carefully painted dog. But why not welcome these challenges and
find some joy in your mistakes? The true art of excelling in a subject lies in making mistakes, embracing the very worst
that can happen, and allowing things to unfold across your sketchbooks and scraps of paper before you embark on you
next great work. So relax, and let your watercolor skills take their own shape. You'll learn a new zest and creative spirit
you never knew you were missing. This book has 50 challenges you can work through in your own time to defeat those
niggling worries--and have lots of fun in the process. Includes a section of art-quality watercolor paper with 24 challenges
you can paint, corresponding to the challenges set at the front of the book. Each watercolor sheet includes and outline
and a prompt to inspire creativity.
Carmela Bertrand knows that Halloween in New Orleans means a week of rabble-rousing, costumed craziness and she
cannot wait to get the party started. But when a local antiques dealer turns up dead, Carmela suddenly finds herself in a
real-life danse macabre.
Transform ordinary stones into colorful works of art. Full-color illustrations accompany step-by-step instructions for
creating 30 different themes: trees, flowers, animals, mandalas, geometric patterns, marine and holiday motifs, more.
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